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1. Limited variable are accessible where in a C# program

     	      Within the entire method

     	--->> Within the statement block

     	      Within the entire class

     	      All of the options

2. XML Documentation-line comments are generated with what character?

     	--->> Tripple back-slash (///)

     	      Single back-slash (/)

     	      Double back-slash (//)

     	      Asteriks

3. The C# compiler is called _____________?

     	      C.exe

     	      C#.exe

     	      compiler.exe

     	--->> csc.exe

4. The basic unit of execution in a C# program is ______________

     	      A Method

     	--->> A Statement

     	      A Class

     	      An Object

5. Applications that run on .NET Framework are called _____________?

     	      .NET applications
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     	      High-level applications

     	--->> Managed applications

     	      End user applications

6. In C# naming convention, which of these names is correct?

     	      MyXMLNamespace

     	--->> MyXmlNamespace

     	      MYXMLNamespace

     	      All of the options

7. In C# Function naming convention, which of the following is correct?

     	--->> Pascal Case is used, no underscores except in the event handlers

     	      Underscores must be used

     	      Pascal Case should not be used

     	      Function name must begin with 

8. The C# complier performs one of the following

     	--->> Ignores comments

     	      Executes comments

     	      Deletes comments

     	      All of the options

9. the Main() method in a C# program

     	--->> must be static

     	      may be static

     	      should not be static

     	      requires an object instance to be called

10. To perform single-line comments, which character is used?

     	      Single slash (/)
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     	--->> Double back-slash (//)

     	      Asteriks (*)

     	      Quotation mark (
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